2017 School Education Board AGM Principal’s Presentation
Executive Summary
In 2017 professional learning at St Anne’s has again focused on the 5 spheres of school
improvement;
Leadership and Management
Education in Faith

 Learning and Teaching
Student Wellbeing
School Community
Each year we identify areas that require further focus. In 2017 we used our School
Improvement Survey data and learning outcomes data such as NAPLAN to inform our focus
areas.
I congratulate the following members of the School Leadership Team for their commitment
and outstanding contributions towards School Improvement;
P-2 Literacy Leader

Julie McLachlan

3-6 Literacy Leader

Katie Schroder

Religious Education Leader Sacrament and Liturgy

Jane Weekes

Religious Education Leader
Learning and Teaching

Barbara Green

Numeracy Leader

Janet Dame

E-Learning ICT Curriculum
Leader

Lauren Rennison/Molly Morgan
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Learning & Teaching/Inquiry
Leader

Katie Schroder

Student Wellbeing Leader

Jane Weekes

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I would also like to acknowledge the work of the school Administration Team. Once again
this group has met every fortnight before school to discuss and plan day to day
organisational matters that ensure the effective running of the school. The team empowers
all staff to have a voice in decision-making at St Anne’s which aims to continue to refine and
improve the way we do things at St Anne’s.
Level 1 Leader

Frances Owen

Level 2 Leader

Dean De Rooden

Level 3 Leader

Adrian Mcalister

Level 4 Leader

 Jane Weekes

Specialist Leader

Term 1 - Lauren Rennison
Term 2 - Barbara Green
Term 3 - Maria Cannarozzo
Term 4 - Kay Livingstone

Principal and Deputy
Principal

Michael Edmonds and
Katie Schroder

Thank you to all members of the School Education Board (SEB).  There is a high level of
commitment to be a member of the SEB. Your willingness to come out to 7 meetings at night
time is a reflection on how invested you are in school and in particular in the learning that we
provide at St Anne’s.
Your advice has been considered and measured and representative of the wider community.
The respect for and trust that you place in the teaching staff at St Anne’s means a great deal
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and provides significant support to the teachers and myself. We work hard and are heavily
invested in the children and your support further encourages this.
Thank you for your commitment and care for our school. I have very much enjoyed working
with you throughout the 2017 school year.
Finally I would also like to extend my thanks to the following outgoing members who have
completed their term;
Mark Duffy, Amanda Anderson and Sam Clifford. It had been a significant commitment and I
appreciate your investment in the SEB and contributions towards school improvement over
many years.
Michael Edmonds,
PRINCIPAL

EDUCATION IN FAITH (SACRAMENT AND LITURGY) – JANE WEEKES
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP:
That students’ understanding of our Catholic faith story will be deepened and connected to
life.
Key Improvement Strategy:
Make explicit connections between our Catholic traditions and our lives.
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan;
A Catholic culture Index score of 90 by 2019
 Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
Student participation in liturgies has again been a focus for 2017. Students have had the
opportunity to participate in school masses, class masses, level masses and lead prayer at
our school assembly.
Our Year 3, 4 and 6 students have been involved in Sacramental programs throughout the
year. This involved class preparation as well as a parent/child workshop night with
Mary Ryan for Reconciliation and First Eucharist and Paul Spence for Confirmation.
The faith development of both staff and students has been supported through prayer,
liturgies and sacramental experiences.
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EDUCATION IN FAITH (LEARNING AND TEACHING) – BARBARA GREEN
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP:
That student engagement in Religious Education will be strengthened.
Key Improvement Strategy:
Make explicit connections between our Catholic traditions and our lives.
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan;
In the student survey a Catholic Culture Index score of 90 by 2019
 Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
The Religious Education learning for staff this year has been two-fold. The Renewed
Religious Education Curriculum Framework for Catholic Schools that was introduced to
teachers last year, is a document that supports staff to think critically and creatively about
the design of contemporary teaching and learning experiences for our students that take
them beyond their literal understanding of our Catholic faith to a deeper understanding of
how our Catholic Christian story relates to the way they live their lives in today’s society.
For staff, the framework document is also a vehicle that has been designed to be interactive
and practical and one that promotes and supports our ongoing professional learning and
personal faith formation. This important framework has been designed to support improved
student outcomes as a result of our Enhancing Catholic Schools Identity Data.
The PLM’s in the Religious Education Curriculum this year have been driven by elements of
this document.
In Term One we began using the Teacher Dialogue Tool, which is a protocol that
encourages thinking and talking with other colleagues and deepening our own
understandings that underpin a unit, prior to actually planning a unit of learning for our
students. In this meeting, we took our Inquiry Concept -Diversity and Identity to connect
Multiculturalism as a focus for utilizing an inquiry process in our RE curriculum. This is a
great protocol for teachers to use in their future planning and there was some good
discussion around personalising the protocol to suit different year levels.
In Term Two we participated in a Staff Faith Formation Day facilitated by Paul Spence who
has been a School Principal in Victoria and is now a Spiritual Director Education Consultant.
The theme of the day was Spirituality. This opportunity to spend time at Holy Cross Centre in
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Templestowe attended to one of our Annual Action Plan Goals to: Nurture the spiritual
growth of all staff with a focus on importance.
This was a day of shared prayers and personal reflections about working and being together
in community. It provided contemplative time for us to think about our own lives, faith, values
and personal journey. The day was very productive and staff feedback was very positive.
In Term Three we discussed some of the key messages and statements from the Curriculum
design ‘Horizons of Hope’ documents. Teachers reflected upon and then discussed these
statements in light of their dialogue with students. The statements from the documents
provided some robust discussions with colleagues around both the strengths as well as
challenges we face as we support the faith formation of each of our students. This
professional dialogue is critical to understanding our role as educators in a Catholic School
setting.
Another element of the framework that was addressed in a Term Four PLM provided the
opportunity for teachers to become more familiar with the learning structure of the
framework. All levels completed an audit of their 2017 units of work to ensure that all content
areas are being taught and that future documentation will reflect the scope and sequence of
these learning areas. Time was provided for teachers to work in teams to plan a rich
assessment task. Future PLM’s will enable teachers, time to moderate these assessment
tasks together and consider how to develop personalised planning in Religious Education to
reflect our St Anne’s learning and teaching design principles. The teachers are working
diligently to provide a rich and most importantly, relevant curriculum to develop the students
understanding of the Catholic faith and traditions whilst developing a worldview that is
inclusive and promotes the dignity of all.
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Data that indicates evidence of our success in this sphere area;

LEARNING AND TEACHING – LITERACY – JULIE MCLACHLAN and KATIE
SCHRODER
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP:

That students’ learning growth in Literacy and Numeracy is maximised for all cohorts
Key Improvement Strategy: Further develop a shared understanding of personalised
learning pedagogy, ensuring a commitment to improved instructional practice and student
achievement
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan;
Improve rates of learning growth over 2 years in Literacy
Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
During 2017, the Professional Learning for teachers have focused on four areas. These are;
- Planning
- Writing
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- Personalised Learning
- Using data to inform our planning and assess our impact as teachers
Effective planning in Literacy was the main focus of 2017. Teachers had many opportunities
during PLMs to plan together as a team, following the St Anne’s Learning and Teaching
Policy. It was an expectation that all teachers d
 emonstrate a deep understanding of the
curriculum and logically sequence learning experiences and that they p
 lan, implement and
review programs using a range of resources, data and teaching strategies.
Over the course of 2017, we have been constructing documents to support teachers in the
implementation of the Writing curriculum, with a particular focus on developing Learning
Intentions and success criteria for each text type. We have created two such documents,
with the understanding that although there are many commonalities in the teaching of
Writing F-6, there are also differences which reflect the ages and stages of the students. The
teachers have worked collaboratively to construct the Writing Overviews, and throughout this
year have used these documents in planning for the delivery of the Writing curriculum. This
has supported the teachers to embed Personalised Learning in the teaching of Writing.
Data analysis has also formed a crucial component in supporting teachers to teach at point
of student need. We have revised the impact of using data to inform our teaching, and posed
questions such as “How do we plan in light of the assessment information?” During our
PLM’s, staff were provided with opportunities to plan a series of lessons which targeted
student needs and which were guided by the Victorian Curriculum and our Learning and
Teaching Policy.
A detailed analysis of our NAPLAN data revealed some areas for further development,
namely paragraphing and punctuation (3-6) and vocabulary and sentence structure (F-2).
We planned for the teaching of these concepts through exploring teaching strategies such as
“sentence stalking” and the use of mentor sentences. These strategies are built on the
concept that ,as writers, we should surround ourselves with good writing, and therefore good
sentences. Good sentences are filled with lively words, eloquent syntax (sentence
formation), and lucid meaning. Stalking good sentences is paying attention to other writers
and what they do well –their craft. Mentor sentences support the teaching of grammar and
punctuation - and more than that, how grammar and punctuation help us to write well.
We reviewed the importance of including all elements of the Writer’s Workshop, with a
particular focus on the role of the mini lesson and the instructional strategy of guided
writing.The term “minilessons” refers to the introductory phase of the Writing Workshop.

There are 4 main steps in this phase , which occurs within a 10-15 minute lesson.
Step 1: Introduction
Announce the day’s mini-lesson skill, which is small and achievable within the minilesson.
For example how to incorporate a prepositional phrase into a sentence.
Step 2: Instruction
This next step provides the meat of the lesson. This is where the teacher demonstrates h
 ow
to do the skill through modelling, examples, and Think Alouds. The goal of instruction is to
intentionally teach students how to execute a particular writing skill. In this step, the teacher
works alone to demonstrate and explain the skill specifically. (In terms of the gradual release
of responsibility, this is the “I do, you watch” part of the lesson.)
Step 3: Interaction
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If Step 2 is the “I do,” then Step 3 is the “We do.” During this part of the lesson, the whole
class works together to apply the skill with the teacher close by to provide support..
Step 4: Closure
Step 4 closes the mini-lesson and sets students up for a response activity. After the “I do”
(Step 2) and the “We do” (Step 3), it’s time for the “You do” (Step 4).  Identify what you want
students to do with the skill on their own. While reading/writing today, I’d like you to…
Guided writing refers to a small group instructional strategy used within the Writing
Workshop. During this concentrated, supported teaching time, students are able to achieve
more complex outcomes than they would be able to achieve alone. I t can be expected
that what students can currently do with help, they will eventually be able to by themselves.
The small groups for instruction provides a scaffold of support for students as they develop
their understandings about writing and their writing skills.
There are many benefits of Guided writing. It enables the teacher to tailor the teaching to the
needs of the group and facilitates the teaching and learning of individual children. Although
guided writing is a group activity focused on the needs of the group, the teacher is able to
observe and respond to the needs of individuals within the group. It also provides the
teacher with the opportunity to extend and challenge more able groups of children and
encourages the children to be active participants in discussions about writing, thereby
building confidence. Lastly, it allows the teacher to give immediate feedback on success and
the opportunity to discuss further areas for improvement.
This year we focussed on unpacking the Victorian Curriculum Achievement Standards in
Reading and Writing with an emphasis on developing a deep understanding of the terms
used by clarifying what they mean for us here in our setting. We then developed a set of
criteria to describe the characteristics of a student “at standard” in both Reading and Writing
at each level Foundation to Level 7.
Making consistent, reliable and valid decisions across different points in time is important
when reporting student progress, and the process of moderation supports this. In order to
ensure that we were able to achieve this, we subsequently used the descriptors which we
had developed to moderate both student writing samples and student reading performances.
By engaging in the process of moderation, the teachers were able to share their
expectations and understanding of standards with each other in order to improve the
consistency of their decisions about student learning. Moderating reading and writing also
helped the teachers to increase the dependability of the assessment information they had
gathered. This in turn improved the decisions they made about student learning.
An approach to the teaching of reading known as CAFE was also a focus for many teachers
this year. The CAFE Menu breaks each component—Comprehension, Accuracy, Fluency,
and Expanding vocabulary—into significant strategies that support each goal. Posted on the
classroom wall and built throughout the year, it serves as a visual reminder of whole-class
instruction as well as individual student goals. T
 eachers use CAFE to assess, instruct, and
monitor student progress. It provides tools for constructing group and individual lessons that
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provide just-in-time instruction, ensuring that all students reach their potential.
Data that indicates evidence of our success in this sphere area;
Improve rates of learning growth over 2 years in Literacy
2015- 2017 cohort (from NAPLAN School Comparison Report)
Targets:
Curriculum Area

Target for 2017

Actual for 2017

Reading

85

96

Writing

79

77

Spelling

93

85

Grammar and Punctuation

86

62

LEARNING AND TEACHING – NUMERACY – JANET DAME
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP:
That students’ learning growth in Literacy and Numeracy is maximised for all cohorts
Key Improvement Strategy:
Further develop a shared understanding of personalised learning  pedagogy,
ensuring a commitment to improved instructional practice and student achievement
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan:
Improve rates of learning growth over 2 years in Numeracy,
 Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
During 2017 we have worked on our key improvement strategy to ‘develop shared
pedagogical practices to ensure personalisation of learning and differentiation in
teaching.’
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The main Learning foci in Professional Learning meetings  for Numeracy have been:
●
●
●
●
●

Learning Intentions and Success Criteria with a focus on Differentiation
The Victorian Curriculum, teacher pedagogy and knowledge
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)
Assessment and Feedback
Growth Mindset in Mathematics

During Professional Learning Meetings in 2017 we have used our Learning and
Teaching Policy to set a framework for our learning. Leaders of different spheres
have presented together to encourage efficient team planning within a particular foci
for all content areas.
In Term One the focus was using data to  plan a sequence of lessons using Learning
Intentions and Success Criteria.  Within these lessons we would use guiding
questions to teach at point of need and provide for differentiation.  During planning
we referred to our Learning and Teaching policy to ensure school practice.  These
sessions then set the pattern for future Mathematics planning sessions.
In Term Two the meetings were focused on :
1.Feedback and Goal Setting.  Several prominent resources were explored and staff
were engaged in developing class routines and actions in their teams.
2.Growth Mindset. Staff explored new resources: Lego Builder Kits, Lego ‘More To
Maths’ Sets, Planks and Strawbees, through the lense of a ‘Growth Mindset in
Mathematics’ Using these resources, that each utilise the visualisation and STEM
aspect of Maths, we can provide activities that students will have high engagement,
high success and optimal learning choices.
.Mathematics Classrooms should be places where students believe:
● everyone can do well in math
● Mathematics problems can be solved with many different insights and
methods
● Mistakes are valuable, they encourage brain growth and learning
● Mathematics will help them in their lives, because they are learning to think
quantitatively and abstractly with math...Jo Boaler.  Stanford University.
3.Coding  A coding presentation with the Digital Technologies Leader was
presented. The aim of this session was to show the connection between
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Mathematics and Digital Technology curriculum and to explore ‘coding’ within our
Digitech and Maths lessons.  Coding within the Mathematics Curriculum is  part of
the ‘Patterns and Algebra’ strand, in each class level. A short synopsis of the journey
is : from following a short sequence of instructions, to recognising the importance of
repetition of a process in solving problems,to applying repetition in arithmetic
operations,using function machines and inverse machines to apply mathematical
rules, to defining a simple class of problems and solving them using effective
algorithms, to following a mathematical algorithm involving branching and repetition,
to designing algorithms involving branching and iteration to solving specific classes
of mathematical problems.
In Term Three the meetings were focused on:
1.Assessment The Literacy and Numeracy Leaders presented joint meetings on
Assessment.  In Level teams an ‘assessment grid’ was developed to clarify
assessments that would meet the achievement standards in the Victorian
Curriculum.  The aim of this exercise was for teachers to be more objective with
reporting and to achieve a common viewpoint across classes.  This assessment grid
was then referred to in subsequent meetings and provided a good reference point at
Reporting time.
2.Pedagogy. Professor Dianne Siemon, from RMIT Bundoora Campus presented
two extended sessions on her extensive research and consequent ‘papers’ on ‘The
Big Ideas in Number that Make A Difference to Student Outcomes.’ Professor
Siemon, outlined the following: that the lessons from research recognise that
teachers not only need to know the key concepts, skills and strategies of:Early
Number Ideas and strategies,developing place value and multiplicative thinking that
underpin primary mathematics (content knowledge),teachers also need a deep
knowledge of the links between these ideas, what makes them difficult, and how they
are best taught and learnt (pedagogical content knowledge).   Staff were given an
extensive presentation of these four Key Areas in teaching Mathematics in the
classroom from Foundation to Level 6. Professor Siemon discussed the purpose of
targeted teaching and assessment tools to use on the Department of Education and
Teaching website.

In Term Four, Staff further explored the DET website with a view to plan in teams a
moderation assessment task in level teams.  Moderation is a quality review and
assurance process by which teachers seek to ensure that their assessment
procedures and practices are valid and reliable and are aligned with curriculum
standards and the school’s principles and vision. Moderation may involve
pre-assessment and post-assessment procedures (formative and summative
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assessment can be as a result of a moderation activity.)  The Moderation activity
proved a valuable resource for teams to use in their assessment reporting process
and as a follow up discussion to the assessment grid that was developed earlier in
the year for each level.
Our Year 5 / 6 Mathematics Extension groups participated in the MAV’s Maths
Talent Quest,  Australasian Primary School Maths Olympiad  and Year 6 MAV’s
Maths games day this year, and were rewarded with recognition for their efforts.

Finally, we currently use SINE and PAT data as our two main school based
assessment tools for Mathematics.  They are both administered in February and
September.  Whilst SINE is a pencil and paper test, focussing on number skills, we
have used online PAT testing for several years now. PAT tests all areas of the
Mathematics curriculum.  Both forms of assessment are continually reviewed to
ensure all students are working at expected growth rates.
This year we have been able to access the online PAT longitudinal reports.
Data indicates higher than expected growth in each year level:
                               Median Scale Score Growth in PAT
September
2015

September
2016

September
2017

Growth in
Scale
Score 3 years

Level 4 - Level 6

123.4

131.4

134.8

11.4

Level 3-Level 5

121.9

130

133.6

11.7

Level 2 -Level 4

116.4

125.6

131.5

24.9

Naplan Data that indicates evidence of our success in this sphere area;
Improve rates of learning growth over 2 years in Mathematics.
2015- 2017 cohort (from NAPLAN School Comparison Report)
Targets:
Curriculum Area

Target for 2017
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Actual for 2017

Mathematics.

          107

          95

LEARNING AND TEACHING – INQUIRY BASED LEARNING – KATIE SCHRODER
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP:
That students’ learning growth in Literacy and Numeracy is maximised for all cohorts
Key Improvement Strategy:
Further develop a shared understanding of the personalised learning pedagogy, ensuring a
commitment to improved instructional practice and student achievement
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan;
A Teaching Climate Index score of 90 for 2019
 Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
During 2017, the professional learning for teachers revolved around successful planning for
maximum growth, STEM (the integration of Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics)
and researching John Hattie’s work to improve our teaching and learning.
Planning has been a major focus for all areas of the curriculum this year, including the
planning of our Inquiry based units of work. The content taught has continued to be audited
each term and any gaps in the curriculum have, therefore, been addressed. The teachers
have investigated the ‘Understanding By Design’ Planning Model more deeply. This is a
design for learning created by educational researchers, Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe. In
this model, learning goals are clarified and assessments are designed first before planning
learning activities in order to ensure the learning a clear purpose and is not just
‘activity-oriented teaching with no clear learning priorities.’ It is sometimes referred to as
backwards planning. All teachers have used this model to plan their Inquiry units this year.
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STEM is making explicit connections between Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics. The focus on STEM throughout the world has had an impact here at St
Anne’s. This year, a group of staff engaged in a Change 2 process to discuss the
implications of STEM on our curriculum planning and how it could be best introduced here
so that it can become embedded in the learning over time. A timeline was written by this
team which identified the steps to achieve our main goals. These goals were
1. To develop STEM leadership within the school
2. To develop a school culture that supports STEM
3. To find spaces for STEM to take place effectively
Leaders visited schools who had already implemented STEM and met with members of the
Catholic Education Office to discuss our best way forward. It was decided that all classes
had a focus on STEM in Term 3 and 4 through the Inquiry Units
- Creativity, Design, Thinking, Doing
- Physical and Chemical Science
During this time we also had a multiage STEM activity, STEM activities at recess and
lunchtimes and PLMs to build the knowledge of staff.
In order to replenish our STEM resources, we applied for a grant from the W
 arrandyte
Community Bank and were successful. The Parent’s Association also contributed to this
project and as a result, $17000 was spent on a large amount of Science, Engineering,
Mathematics and robotics equipment.
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Our major focus, however was the investigation into John Hattie’s research. The staff had
two school closure days to research and learn about techniques that really make a
difference in student learning as well as identifying those which do not have an impact.  A
couple of Hattie’s main messages are below:
-

“Accomplishing the maximum impact on student learning depends on teams of teachers
working together, with excellent leaders or coaches, agreeing on worthwhile outcomes,
setting high expectations, knowing the students’ starting and desired success in learning,
seeking evidence continually about their impact on all students, modifying their teaching
in light of this evaluation, and joining in the success of truly making a difference to
student outcomes.”

-

“The major message, however, is that rather than recommending a particular teaching
method, teachers need to be evaluators of the effect of the methods that they choose.”

-

“My role, as teacher, is to evaluate the effect I have on my students.”
John A.C. Hattie, Visible Learning for Teachers: Maximizing Impact on Learning

From Hattie’s research, we were able to look at the effect size of many of the pedagogies we
were using and look to some new ideas which may have a larger impact on student learning.
Teachers were able to choose a workshop which would skill them in either Reciprocal
Teaching, which has a high effect size on learning in Literacy and Mathematics, or Making
Learning Visible through Personalised Learning. All teachers also attended a workshop on
using metacognition in the classroom which has a high impact on all areas of learning.

Data that indicates evidence of our success in this sphere area;
Target- A Teaching Climate Index score of 90 for 2019
Actual for 2017- 85.9

MOLLY MORGAN
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP: That student engagement is increased
Key Improvement Strategy: In line with the introduction of the Digital Technologies Domain
within the Victorian Curriculum, review and refine current technology structures, practices
and resources.
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan; A
  Teaching Climate Index score of 90 for 2019
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Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
This year the main focus for Digital Technology was to deepen the staff knowledge in the
following areas: the new Digital Technology Curriculum, Google Classroom and Hapara.
Lauren and I started the year working closely with some staff members who chose Digital
Technology as their personalised cycle goal. These staff members have significantly
improved on their Digital Technology skills and have implemented the skills they have learnt
into their classroom. They have also been able to model to their colleagues their new skills.
In 2017, the new Digital Technologies curriculum was implemented which prompted a
deeper understanding of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths) and, in
particular, how coding and computational thinking can be integrated into the wider
curriculum. There have been some significant changes to the Digital Technologies
Curriculum where the focus is more on problem-solving with digital solutions and the skill
based (previously ICT curriculum) has taken more of a back seat. This has taken place
through our instructional leadership (goal-setting), our PLMs (one of which was a combined
ICT/Maths PLM) as well as attendance at a number of conferences.
This was a major focus in terms two and three PLMs. The PLMs provided a more theoretical
view of the new curriculum. Whereas the term four PLM provided staff with a more practical
use of the new curriculum and how it can be implemented in classrooms across all levels.
Throughout the year staff have been provided with opportunities to develop their Google
Classroom and Hapara skills to enable a technology base to target students learning. These
skills have been taught through PLMs as well as through staff cycle goals. Some staff
members have attended external Professional Development to continue their learning with
the Hapara suite. Once again this has enabled them to share their Hapara skills with the
teachers in their level.
A large part of our budget this year was spent on upgrading the computers in the lab. We
have implemented and overseen the roll out of sixty Chromebooks in the Senior Level as
well as an upgrade to some of the iPads throughout the school. This technology rollout has
continued to develop the teachers’ skills as well as providing students with opportunities to
use technologies across a variety of devices.
The recording studio has continued to be used and the students have become more
confident in their presenting and recording skills. The roles of DJ and presenter are in high
demand in the 5/6 level and all classes are keen to contribute to the weekly announcement.
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Data that indicates evidence of our success in this sphere area;
Actual for 2017- 85.9

LEARNING AND TEACHING – STUDENT WELLBEING – JANE WEEKES
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP:
That the management of student behaviour is strengthened.
Key Improvement Strategy:
Embed a whole school approach that cultivates Student Wellbeing, recognising that it is
central to improved student learning outcomes
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan;
A Student Wellbeing Index score of 90 by 2019
 Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
Professional Learning Meetings have had a varied focus in 2017.
This year we have had a major focus on the planning and implementation of Social
Emotional Learning (SEL). In Terms One and Three, staff had the opportunity to further
explore the Personal and Social Capability curriculum. The staff worked in teams to plan a
sequence of lessons using the curriculum documents. They were able to explore new
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resources to assist them with their planning and work across levels to share ideas and
resources.
The staff were briefed on the Child Safety Standards and revisited the 7 standards. Standard
7 was explored in more detail as staff became aware their responsibility in empowering
students in the area of child safety.
Both staff and learning support officers were involved in Restorative Practice professional
learning. The focus was to revisit previous learning and make sure all staff have a clear
understanding of Restorative Practice. Staff also had the opportunity to view and discuss the
Pastoral Care Discipline Policy to ensure that there is consistent management of student
behaviour across the school.
Student behaviour has been another significant focus in the area of Student Wellbeing in
2017. Earlier this year staff participated in a professional learning meeting with a classroom
behaviour focus. The staff viewed and discussed feedback given from a focus group of year
3-6 students. The student feedback highlighted what they considered to be the major
distractions associated with student behaviour in their classroom. The staff worked in groups
to discuss the data and share classroom management strategies with one another. Each
staff member made a commitment to trying one new classroom management strategy to
address the students’ concerns.
Our student behaviour focus continued into our school closure day in August. Glen Pearsall,
an educational consultant specialising in classroom management and engagement,
facilitated a day of professional learning for all staff. He shared practical strategies to
address off task behaviour, as well as strategies for pivoting around interruptions and
resistance in the classroom. The feedback from our day with Glenn was very positive and it
was pleasing to see staff implement some of the strategies into their classrooms so quickly.
We were fortunate to have Hugh van Cuylenburg from The Resilience Project come to run a
session with our 5/6 students during the year. Hugh was engaging and passionate and made
an impact on this group of students. Hugh focused on three keys to happiness; gratitude,
empathy and mindfulness. Hugh gave examples of these three things to the 5/6 students.
Hugh then returned to school to run a parent night. Again Hugh shared his personal story
and gave parents some practical ideas of how they could support their children to promote
positive mental health and wellbeing.
We have continued to have a focus on building relationships across the school. Each term
we have a Multi Age activity which provides the opportunity for students to work with peers
from different year levels and work with teachers they may not normally be in a class with.
The focus for these activities is always to provide students with the opportunity to work with
someone from another year level and have fun together.
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Data that indicates evidence of our success in this sphere area;
A Student Wellbeing Index score of 90 by 2019

Student Experience
2016 Actual
Score

2017 Actual
Score

2017 Percentile
Rank

2017 Percent
Favourable

Student Safety

81.99

84.81

60.76

89.46

Classroom Behaviour

51.46

58.65

67.74

71.79

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT – MICHAEL EDMONDS
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP:

That staff will work collaboratively to build capacity in expert teaching to improve student
engagement and achievement.
Key Improvement Strategy:
Embed a staff culture of challenge and support to strive for continual improvement
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan;
In the Staff Climate Survey an Organisational Climate Index score of 90
 Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
Throughout 2017 we have continued to focus on the following intended outcome;
That staff will work collaboratively to build capacity in expert teaching to improve student
engagement and achievement
In order to meet this intended outcome we have developed a number of actions that have
refined and aimed to improve what is currently in place.
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Some of the actions have included;
1. Strengthening the capacity of all Leaders to lead highly effective teams
This year all leaders have had the opportunity to work with different members of staff on a
goal through a ‘Cycle of Inquiry’ process. This process has challenged leaders to develop a
priority area for improvement. Once developed the leader and the colleague they have
worked through the following process;

2. Strengthen the capacity of all staff to understand and contribute to highly effective
teams
This has been a focus of our Professional Learning Meetings. We have made a conscious
effort to engage staff in Professional Learning meetings where they are working on improved
pedagogical practices whilst working with their teams. This has enabled us to challenge
teachers to exit meetings with an improvement action or implementation step from the
meetings. We call these exit tickets.
3. Broaden professional learning practises to be diverse and personalised and ensure
that they are linked to Cycles of Inquiry eg. peer feedback, learning walks, coaching,
use of technology, Google community, micro data
When embarking on the ‘Cycle of Inquiry’ process that was outlined on dot point 1 we have
been able to offer all staff with the opportunity to identify a priority area for learning and then
to engage them in a conversation that enables them to choose the best option to make sure
the learning is rigorous and meaningful by allowing for diverse methods of support such as
learning from peers, trialling new pedagogy and receiving feedback etc.
4. Provide role clarity for all staff
5. Ensure that teamwork and feedback structures  are developed  for non-teaching
staff
The final two actions were more focused towards non-teaching staff and in particular our
Learning Support Officers (LSO). Through our Annual Review Process last year we
identified the need to ensure all staff were working on a priority learning area that was linked
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to their role. This year we engaged the Learning Support Officers in the ‘Cycle of Inquiry’
process. Katie Schroder and Ann Aleksandrov have lead the LSO through this process.
We have also set up termly meetings with the LSO to enable further sharing of strategies
that they are implementing in an effort to build greater consistency and clarity. A review of
this has led to the recommendation that we increase the frequency of these meetings in
2018.
St Anne’s has a high ‘Performance and Development’ culture as evidenced in our data
below. This is a reflection on the great work of our instructional leaders and the commitment
the staff show towards continuing to challenge their learning.
Data that supports the effectiveness of the Leadership and Management sphere at
St Anne’s;

Indicator Title

2016 Actual Score

2017 Actual Score

Percentag
e
Favourable

Supportive Leadership
(empathy)

83

85

96

Clarity (role clarity)

76

80

94

Teamwork (engagement)

72

78

94

Empowerment (engagement)

78

78

96

Ownership (engagement)

83

86

99

Appraisal and Recognition
(learning)

71

70

88

Professional Growth
(learning)

75

77

92
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SCHOOL COMMUNITY – KATIE SCHRODER
Intended Outcome addressed from AAP:
That the building of connections between  the school and the wider community will improve
student learning
Key Improvement Strategy:
Build on the collaborative partnerships with families, outside agencies and the wider
community
Relevant targets from Annual Action Plan;
In the Parent Opinion Survey a  Community Engagement Index score of  90 for 2018
The mean score in the ‘Connection to Community’ indicators of the Pedagogy Reflection
Tool to be above 3.7

 Content or Questions Explored in Professional Learning Meetings (PLM)
During 2017, our main area for development within the School Community Sphere was to
engage the parent community in the teaching and learning process. We have also continued
to offer learning experiences with special guest speakers from our parents, grandparents
and friends of parents in our community.
Tony Dalton, Community Engagement in Learning Leader for the Yarra Ranges and Outer
Eastern Clusters, has been working with the leaders to assist us to engage parents in the
students’ learning. He modelled Parent Learning Walks for the leaders and now the leaders
run these walks themselves. These follow a set structure, including classroom visits using an
iPad to record the learning within the rooms, question and answer times and a debrief time
to share the photos and ask further questions. We have learned that the parents at St
Anne’s are very interested in how teaching and learning happens at St Anne’s and these
walks enable them to speak about teaching and learning with their children in a more
informed way.
Our Outreach programs continue to be a strong focus in the school community sphere. Most
of these opportunities are linked to the Inquiry based learning in the classroom, which help
the children to ‘make a difference’ as a result of their learning. Rameses, our sponsor child in
the Philippines, has continued to be a focus for outreach and the Community Outreach
Team in 5/6 have written letters, raised money for his education and have raised awareness
of the poverty and injustices that Rameses’ family faces. This group have raised some extra
money this year which will help to support Rameses’ family in a more significant way, such
as buying animals for food and helping to upgrade their house.
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During 2017, the Education Board was involved in discussions about our current reporting
structures, but now we need to have more parent voice in the conversation. Our next step in
the near future is to continue our work with Tony Dalton to further refine our reporting
procedures in order to give feedback to parents that is relevant and clear.
Data that indicates evidence of our success in this sphere area;
Target- In the Parent Opinion Survey, a Community Engagement Index score of  90 for 2018
Actual for 2017- 72.9

The mean score in the ‘Connection to Community’ indicators of the Pedagogy Reflection
Tool to be above 3.7 by 2019
2016- 3.3
2017- 3.7
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